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Today's Objectives
Background, Strategic Alignment
and Principal Engagement
Equitable Student Funding Details –
Budget and Autonomy
Equity Work
Weights “Aligning cost with
Services
Strategic Support to Schools
“Building Capacity and Success”
Enterprise Planning Module (EPM) And
ESF Management Tools “How Will
Schools Develop Their Budgets”

RCSD Is Redesigning A Complex System
Equitable Student Funding (ESF) Supports
That Work

The allocation and use of resources
must support
the districts strategic improvement plans
and programs.
Funding decisions should
strengthen and unify academic decisions
at the district and school levels

Move to full
School-Based
Budgeting

* Devolve control of
some resources
and funding
streams to schools

* Devolve control of
more resources
and funding
streams to schools

* Begin to improve
horizontal equity,
particularly around
outlier schools

* Dollarize school
staffing resources

2011-12

Introduce
School-Based
Budgeting

2010-11

2009-10

What has this work looked like for RCSD?
Move to
Weighted
Student Funding
* Give schools dollars
based on
student enrollment
and a student
weight/foundation
formula
Continue to devolve
resources

Over time, we will need to:
1. Build principal capacity for strategic resource use
2. Build infrastructure
3. Eliminate external constraints
4. Transition in equity changes (phased and aligned with academic work for
special populations ELL, SPED)

RCSD Strategy Map Drives Strategic Investments

Operational
Excellence

Internal Processes

Stakeholders

Student
Achievement

Every child is a work of art. Create a masterpiece.
Every student is post‐
secondary ready

Increase mastery of
curriculum

“Has prepared me for
college and career”

Close achievement gap

Rochester City School District…
“Values and supports
“Cares about my child’s
my contribution to
success and safety”
student success”

Students

Parents

Staff

Right School For Every Child

The Rochester Curriculum

Build a learning environment
that supports student success

Focus on college and career
readiness

Create an innovative portfolio
of high‐quality choices for
families

Ensure academic rigor for
every student

Support the whole child
through a systems approach to
school culture and climate

Differentiate student support
to meet the needs of every
student

Ensure transparency and
equity in resource
distribution

Become a Strategy‐
Focused Organization

“Is an asset to the
community”
Community
Great Teachers and Leaders
Develop and support diverse
and highly effective school
leaders
Develop and support a diverse
set of highly committed and
effective teachers
Create a culture in which we
hold ourselves accountable for
student success

Best in class standards of
efficiency and customer
service

Recruit and retain talent

Use data to inform
decisions and actions

Five areas of practice that are catalysts for
system transformation …creation of equity
and excellence
Strategic School Design

Past RCSD Work: Case studies of high performing schools
Present RCSD Work: Portfolio development, New School Partnerships and
design, Charter Compact

School Support,
Planning and
Supervision
Past RCSD Work:
Essential
Standards
Present RCSD
Work: Parent
Engagement,
Network Support
and School
Inquiry Teams

Human Capital
Past RCSD Work:
DICA ELA Audit

School
System
Design

Present RCSD
Work:
Evaluations and
Compensation
Redesign

School Funding and Staffing Systems

Past RCSD Work: Blue Ribbon Commission
Present RCSD Work: Equitable Student Funding

Funding
Deep Dive
Today

RCSD has embarked on a multi-year project to
redesign the school funding and budgeting process
The goals is to create a funding system that supports organizational focus and
resource management within the framework of our Core Values:
Achievement:

• Empower schools by providing them with more control over their resources as
well as the capacity to use those resources in high performing ways
• Ensure that the budget and the budget process support the district’s
academic strategy
• Align other critical district processes, such as those associated with staffing and
operations, to support the school planning and budgeting process

Equity:
• Allocate school resources equitably across schools and ensure that students
are funded based on need
Accountability:
• Increase transparency of the budgeting process
• Ensure that budgeting allocations are predictable from year to year so that
disruptions to the educational process are minimized

School Funding (ESF) will help fix four main
types of resource misalignments

Resources tied up in the
wrong things

Piecemeal investment in an
integrated solution

Underinvestment in the right
things

Nonstrategic overinvestment in “good things”

e.g., Teacher compensation tied
up in steps and lanes rather than
increased pay for performance or
additional responsibility

e.g., Not investing in aligned
formative assessment or limited
collaborative planning time for
teachers

e.g., Creating time for
collaborative planning, but not
investing in data and expert
support so that teachers use it
effectively

e.g., “Peanut butter” class size
reductions or generic and
untargeted system-wide PD for
teachers
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IN THE BEGINNING
Principals
Central Framework
Office Staff Were Surveyed To
District
Resourceand
Assessment
Create: A Vision for School Empowerment
ERS surveyed all RCSD principals and selected RCSD central office staff
about their vision for school empowerment
• The survey included a list of 50 school resources and we asked respondents
to tell us the type of control they thought principals should have over these
resources in the future.
# of Responses

Response Rate

Central Office Survey

15

60%

Principal Survey

32

55%

Principal Experience
First year
2-4 years
5-9 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20+ years

9%
31%
44%
9%
3%
3%

Principal School Type
Elementary School
Secondary School
Alt. School

Note: We received a total of 42 respondents for the principal survey but 10 respondents were removed from the survey analysis
because they provided partial answers that could not be properly analyzed.

75%
19%
6%

Principals
themselves
as Instructional Leaders
District
Resourceview
Assessment
Framework
% of Principals That Wanted Control Over Their School Resources
100%

Principal Quote:

90%
80%

% of Principals

70%
60%

69%

63%

53%
66%

50%
40%

20%

22%

10%

0.2%
9%

0%

13%
1%

Why don’t these principals
want control?

30%

Instruction
Source: ERS Principal Survey (n=32)

23%

27%
20%
3%

14%

44%

12%

Instructional Leadership
Support & PD

Total School
Partial School

42%
20%
Pupil &
Ancillary
Services

“It’s also important
that we have
control over our
Saturday School
and Summer
School programs.”

External
Total External

Operations &
Maintenance

A small group of principals did not want control over some of
their instructional resources, citing concerns about collective
District
Resource Assessment Framework
bargaining restrictions, regulations, and lack of expertise
% of Principals That Did Not Want Control
Over These Instructional Resources

% of Principals

Total External

Major Limitations Cited by the Principals
that Didn’t Want Control

External

BIL-ESOL-ELL Teacher

19%

• State Regulations: 80%
• Federal Regulations: 60%

Teacher Substitutes: Long
Term

20%

• Collective Bargaining Restrictions: 66%
• Lack of Expertise: 66%

Teacher Substitutes: Short
Term

PD Stipends

Teacher Mentor

22%

3%

• Collective Bargaining Restrictions: 57%

• Collective Bargaining Restrictions: 100%
• Local Regulations: 40%

19%

32%

• Collective Bargaining Restrictions: 45%

Source: ERS Principal Survey (n=32). Multiple responses allowed for “Major Limitations” question.

The Principal and CO vision is mostly aligned but the CO vision
is more expansive for Leadership and Pupil Services resources,
District
Resource Assessment Framework
while principals want more control over O&M resources
Vision of Control: Principals vs. Central Office
Total External

External

Partial School

Total School

100%
90%

What are the differences between
the principal and CO vision?

% of respondents

80%
70%

53%
69%

67%

63%

63%

66%

52%

30%
44%

68%

60%

21%

50%

13%

40%

1%
27%

30%
20%
10%
0%

0.4%

22%
0.2%
9%

20%

25%

12%

CO

14%

12%

Inst. Support
Principal

CO

Source: ERS Principal Survey (n=32), Central Office Survey (n=15)

45%

20%
3%

1%

Instruction
Principal

23%

12%

31%

48%

20%
1%

Leadership
Principal

42%

CO

3%

Pupil Services
Principal

CO

Op & Maint.
Principal

CO

Operations & Maintenance: Principals want more control over
the resources that support their work as instructional leaders;
District
Resource Assessment Framework
they're less interested in resources that "keep the doors open"
% of Principals That Wanted Control Over O&M
Resources
Office Supplies 6% 13%
Field Trip Transportation
Travel: In and Out of District

81%
76%

12% 12%
19%

% of Principals

21%

67%

Custodial Assistant 10%

26%

65%

Food Service Helper
Cleaner
Maintenance Mechanic
Equipment Repair

Total External
External
Partial School
Total School

75%

12%

Cook/Cafeteria Manager

13% 3% 19%

65%

23%

63%

13%
10%

More than 50% of the Central
Office respondents felt that there
were no compelling reasons to
retain control over all of these
resources, except for:

75%

6%

School Sentry 6% 19%
Custodial Supplies

Any Compelling Reasons to Retain
Control?

Yes, there is a
Compelling Reason

School
Sentry

38%

Consistency: 46%

Custodial
Supplies

31%

EconOfScale: 54%

59%

31%

36%

21%

43%

33%

15%

52%

Telephones/Cellphones

66%

6%

28%

Food Services Supplies

67%

6%

27%

Equipment Replacement

No
Reason

12%

61%

Snow Plowing

81%

Building Maintenance

83%

27%
3%3% 13%
3%7% 7%

Utilities: Telephone

90%

3% 6%

Utilities: Electric

88%

6% 3%3%

Source: ERS Principal Survey (n=32), Central Office Survey (n=15)

Summary: Principals and the CO respondents both
view
principals
as instructional
leaders, but they
District
Resource
Assessment
Framework
differ in how they define "instructional leader"
• Principals and the CO respondents all agreed that principals should
have control over Instruction and ISPD resources
• But Central Office respondents had a more encompassing vision of
“instructional leader” that included:
• More principal control over Leadership and Pupil Services resources
• Less principal control over Operations & Maintenance

• While the majority of principals were interested in having more control
over most school resources, some principals cited concerns over:
• The impact of collective bargaining and federal/state restrictions on
controlling Instruction, ISPD, and Leadership resources
• Their lack of expertise over certain student- and subject-specific Pupil
Services resources
• Their need to have control over the Operations & Maintenance resources
that support their work as instructional leaders, while not necessarily being
burdened with the O&M resources that help "keep the doors open"

Today's Objectives
Background, Strategic Alignment
and Principal Engagement
Equitable Student Funding Details –
Budget and Autonomy
Equity Work
Weights “Aligning cost with
Services
Strategic Support to Schools
“Building Capacity and Success”
Enterprise Planning Module (EPM) And
ESF Management Tools “How Will
Schools Develop Their Budgets”

It is important to understand current schoollevel resource use right now because …
RCSD is projecting a 2011-12 Budget Deficit of $100 million* and there
will be continued financial pressure as we go forward

So all schools will need to learn
how to do more with less

Under ESF, school level resource use will be
impacted in important ways
It will create greater equity
across students and schools:
So some schools will experience
additional “equity” cuts in their
budget and some schools will
experience “equity” increases

Schools will have more autonomy over their resource use and
they will also be held accountable for how their resource use
supports and impacts student achievement:
So all schools will need a more in-depth understanding of
strategic resource use and some schools may need additional
guidance and templates/models from the district.

Remember that due to internal and external restrictions around
the $s that districts receive, ESF represents just 2/3s of the
dollars that schools will receive
How districts get $s:

GENERAL
FUND
$s

How $s get allocated to Schools:

$s Allocated via ESF Formula

“Locked funds” allocated via District
Policy (e.g., 1 ISS teacher per
school, $200/pp for library books)
CATEGORICAL
FUND
$s

Allocated via rules of the
categorical fund

Schools will
receive up
to 1/3 of
their
budgets
outside of
ESF

In the current funding system, students in different
programs receive different levels of resources
SY0910 School-based dollars per pupil by student type
School based
funding in
$/student
($ 000s)

Additional $845/pupil
is allocated for
Poverty students of
any type**

Weighting

1.0

2.8x

2.1x

2.9x

3.8x

4.4x

1.3x

1.3x

# of Pupils

23.9k

2.5k

542

1.4k

508

37

1.8k

1.2k

Note: *All but 164 Bilingual students receive ESOL services; ** Totals (on top of bar chart) do not include
poverty allocation
Source: RCSD SY0910 Budget; RCSD SY0910 BEDS data; ERS analysis

We also know that students at different grade levels
currently receive different levels of resources
SY0910 School-Based Adjusted Spending$/pp by School type

District avg
$12.6k/pupil

Enrollment
# of Schools

18.0k

11.5k

2.6k

39

15

6

Note: All calculations are based on actual salaries, Oct 2009 BEDS data, and Oct Budget; District average includes on
new school (#10) with average spending per pupil of $21.5k; School #10 is excluded for ES average
EDUCATION
RESOURCE
TRATEGIES
, INC
.
Source:
RCSD SSY0910
Budget;
RCSD
SY0910 BEDS data; ERS analysis
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But those are district averages and we know that
spending for the same type of students differs across
schools
SY0809: General Ed School Attributed $/Per Pupil by School

$9.6K per pupil

$17.7K per pupil

Median=$12.5k

These same dynamics are in place across all
student types (ELL and Special Education)

RCSD Schools

Sources: RCSD budget 2008-09, Interviews, ERS analysis
Note: School #57 Early Childhood has been excluded from charts because pre-Kindergarten students make up one-third of
school ‘s enrollment.

Under ESF, these pre-existing dynamics will change as every
student with the same characteristic will receive the same
funding, regardless of which school they attend
Student Type

District Average in
09-10 Budget

Weights under
preliminary
planning
WSF formula

Base Student
- ES
- SS
- HS

0.9*
1.1*
1.3*

1.0
1.0
1.0

Special Education
- Resource/Consultant
- Integrated Special Class
- SC 12:1

2.1
2.8
2.9

2.4
2.6
2.5

ELL

1.3

1.3-1.6 (by
proficiency)

(but varies by school)

*09-10 base weight calculated from unspecified unadjusted $/pupil by school level vs. district average

Under the proposed ESF formula, which adjusts for
student type and does not have a grade weight,
secondary schools will have fewer resources
Estimated Difference between 2010-11 ESF allocation vs.
Projected 2010-11 base budget

Elementary Schools
Secondary Schools

Not surprisingly, the Elementary
Schools that will also be
experiencing “equity cuts” are
mostly the smaller schools (<400)

Source: RCSD
SY0910 Budget;
EDUCATION RESOURCE
STRATEGIES
, INC. ERS analysis

Can changing how we allocate dollars to
schools really have a profound impact on
teaching and learning?
• ESF/Student Based Budgeting by definition achieves EQUITY in funding
across students and schools
• Student Based Budgeting on its own does not achieve SCHOOL
EMPOWERMENT and AUTONOMY

Example:

Federal

Community

State

School

District

Union

Constraints on school resources

If a district dollarizes custodial
services and distributes on a per
student basis but then requires
schools to purchase X number of
custodians and X amount of supplies,
it has achieved equity but not school
empowerment.

School Empowerment and Autonomy is
greater than the school budget…..
School empowerment is achieved through:

Clearly
defined
Autonomies

Real
Flexibility

Principal
Capacity

Strong
Accountability

School
Empowerment

Empowerment and Autonomy:

How and when will the district grant autonomy?

1

Autonomy for all, give all principals responsibility of determining which
resource strategy would best improve student achievement

2

Earned autonomy, give autonomy to higher-performing schools, but not
lower-performing ones

3

Tiered autonomy, establish tired levels of autonomy
performance, growth, and internal capacity assessment

based

on

What do we mean by School Autonomies?

Budget autonomy “the what”
means
giving
principals
freedom to chose how to
spend their budget and what
they want to buy (i.e., how
many teachers, how many
secretaries, how many assistant
principals)

Budget

Staffing

Clearly defined
Autonomies

Staffing autonomy “the who”
means
giving
principals
freedom to chose who will fill
the positions in their building
(i.e., who will teach what, who
will fill vacant positions)

Autonomy

Schedule
Scheduling autonomy means
giving principals freedom to
decide
how
to
structure
student and teacher time (i.e.,
school schedule,
length of
school day, start/end time,
length of school year)

Instruction
Instruction autonomy means
giving principals flexibility over
curriculum, assessment,
professional development,
materials etc.

Why do Autonomies need to be clearly
defined?

Budget

Staffing

Autonomy

Schedule

All four autonomies are
interconnected
and
if
flexiblity is restricted in one
area
it
may
have
unintended consequences
of restricting resources in
another area of autonomy.

Instruction
Clearly defined
Autonomies

Bounded
Autonomy

For Example:

Clearly defined
Autonomies

Goal: Ensure access to Advanced Placement classes for all high
school students in the district.
District Requirement: The district requires all high schools to offer 5
AP courses in specific subjects.
Unintended Consequences: A District requirement in Instruction has
limited budget, staffing and scheduling.
The Trade-off that must be considered:
District priority
of equitable
access

Budget

Staffing

Autonomy

School
Autonomy of
curriculum

Schedule

Instruction

Student-Based Budgeting (ESF) Facilitates
Budget Autonomy

School empowerment is achieved through:

Clearly
defined
Autonomies

Real
Flexibility

Budget
Autonomy

Student –
based
Budgeting

Principal
Capacity

Strong
Accountability

School
Empowerment

BUDGET AUTONOMY:
Let’s first define what we mean by School or Central
Control
Budgeting autonomy refers to “how much” (not who)
SCHOOL CONTROL = UNLOCKED or DEVOLVED
• Schools are responsible for determining how much to
spend and how to deliver a service or position
• Resources that will be included in the ESF Pool and
allocated to schools based on the ESF formula
CENTRAL CONTROL = LOCKED or RETAINED CENTRALLY
• Central office is responsible for determining how much to
spend on a service or position and/or how to deliver it
• These $s are not included in the ESF Pool and are not
allocated out via the ESF Formula
Regardless of WHO controls:
• All applicable federal, state and union requirements must be met
• Performance expectations are the same

Regardless of control (Central or Schools), a school should see
all its resources to effectively budget SBB funds
Example: Elementary School Budget
SBB Allocation

Enrollment

Base Weight

500

1.0 = $4,500

$2,250,000

Beginner

25

0.60 = $2,700

$67,500

Intermediate

50

0.60 = $2,700

$135,000

Advanced

50

0.30 = $1,350

$67,500

SPED <20% time

25

1.60 = $7,200

$180,000

Weight

Total $s

ELL

TOTAL :
Special Funds

$2.4 million

Locked Funds

Schools
budgets must
include all
resources so
schools can
effectively
allocate ESF
funds

District Priority Program Funds

Title I Allocation

$100,000

Custodian/Cleaner

2 FTE = $75,000

Newcomer

$75,000

Title III Allocation

$75,000

SPED TCOSE/CASE

1 FTE = $75,000

IB Program

$55,000

Special State fund

$75,000

Utilities & Maintenance

$100,000

Total:

$250k

Total:

$100k + 3 FTES

Total:

$100k

Total School Budget: $3.0 million
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For Example:

Control
Category

Custodial Services

Central
Control

Central Office determines the number of custodians and custodial
supplies at each school. The School or Central office manages the dayto-day delivery.

School
Control

School determines the total amount of custodial services they need and
how those resources are used. For example, they can choose to buy only
one custodian and have students participate in school up-keep as part
of building ownership and community service.

Regardless of who is controlling the INPUT, the OUTCOME
remains the same.
OUTCOME: Clean and safe schools.
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Steps We Completed to Defining Budget
Autonomy

1. Define the universe of potential School Control

2. Map what Schools currently control [and the
barriers to control]

3. Identify the vision of School Control

1. Defining the potential universe of school control

The
Potential
Universe of
control

System
Leadership

Essential district governance costs (i.e., the
superintendent’s office, board of education
support, internal audit team)

Central
Mgmt

Management and overhead of the support
services provided to schools (i.e., Director/
Managers/Clerical staff for IT, Math, HR)

Support
Services

All FTEs, services, and materials that provide
support across all schools but generally an
as-needed or irregular basis (i.e., central IT
help desk, coaches for district-wide PD)

Centrally
Budgeted
School
Resources

All FTEs, services, and materials not reported
on the school budget, but support schools on
a regular and predictable basis (i.e.,
centrally-budgeted social worker or sentry)

School
Reported

All FTEs, services, and materials allocated
directly to the school on the district budget
(i.e., teachers, aides, APs, supplies)

“Central Office”

“School Services”
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2. Map what schools currently control

The
Potential
Universe of
control

System
Leadership

Essential district governance costs (i.e., the
superintendent’s office, board of education
support, internal audit team)

Central
Mgmt

Management and overhead of the support
services provided to schools (i.e., Director/
Managers/Clerical staff for IT, Math, HR)

Support
Services

All FTEs, services/programs, and materials
that provide support across all schools but
generally an as-needed or irregular basis
(i.e., central IT help desk, coaches for districtwide PD)

Centrally
Budgeted
School
Resources

All FTEs, services/programs, and materials not
reported on the school budget, but support
schools on a regular and predictable basis
(i.e., centrally-budgeted social worker or
sentry)

School
Reported

All FTEs, services/programs, and materials
allocated directly to the school on the district
budget (i.e., teachers, aides, APs, supplies)

Just because
something is on a
school budget or
central
budgeted to a
school does not
mean the school
controls that
resource.
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The level of control a school has often
depends on outside restrictions
Restrictions on Resource Use
Restriction Source

Some Examples

Ability to
Influence

Federal Law

• NCLB – Supp. Ed Services

Low

State Law

• Certification Requirements
• Required courses or positions

Low

Local Law

• Health and safety codes

Low

Union Contract

• Class size limits
• Salary Structure

Medium

Revenue Restrictions

• Grant requirements on use

Medium

Administrative policies

• Staffing ratios

High

These restrictions don’t need to define the future landscape for RCSD.
Understanding restrictions allows the district to work to influence
change and use flexibility within restrictions.
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3. Define the vision of School Autonomy.
Districts have made different decisions about the
balance between school and central control
ff

Baltimore Cincinnati

Denver

Hartford

Houston

NYC

Oakland

SF

Seattle

ES Homeroom
Teachers
ELL Teachers
SPED (resource)
Nurse
OT/PT Therapist
Psychologist
Assistant
Principal
Food Services
Cleaning Staff
*Please see handout for additional detail
Source: Fair Student Funding Summit
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Our framework: Unless there is a compelling district reason,
schools should have autonomy over the position, the
property or the program
Will control of this resource distract the principal from the
district’s VISION OF THE PRINCIPAL’S ROLE?
Is this resource a key CENTRAL ROLE such that devolving it
impacts the district’s ability to fulfill a vital function?
Is this resource a district-wide priority that the district wants
each school/student to have CONSISTENT access to it?
Is this resource needed INFREQUENTLY OR UNPREDICTABLY,
making it hard for schools to budget for it?

Does this resource have REQUIRED INPUT/OUTPUT such that the
district is accountable for it to external source?

YES
…to any question,
consider Central
control but first ask:
how will this impact
the autonomies of
scheduling, staffing
and instruction?

NO
…all questions
consider school
control

Does this resource have ECONOMIES OF SCALE such that the
savings for centralizing outweighs desire of school control?
39

Let’s walk through one example together: Should schools
control Instructional Coach dollars?
Will control of this resource distract the principal from the
district’s VISION OF THE PRINCIPAL’S ROLE?
Is this resource a key CENTRAL ROLE such that devolving it
impacts the district’s ability to fulfill a vital function?
Is this resource a district-wide priority that the district wants
each school/student to have CONSISTENT access to it?
Is this resource needed INFREQUENTLY OR UNPREDICTABLY,
making it hard for schools to budget for it?

Does this resource have REQUIRED INPUT/OUTPUT such that the
district is accountable for it to external source?

Does this resource have ECONOMIES OF SCALE such that the
savings for centralizing outweighs desire of school control?
40

Today's Objectives
Background, Strategic Alignment
and Principal Engagement
Equitable Student Funding Details –
Budget and Autonomy
Equity Work
Weights “Aligning cost with
Services
Strategic Support to Schools
“Building Capacity and Success”
Enterprise Planning Module (EPM) And
ESF Management Tools “How Will
Schools Develop Their Budgets”

Horizontal Equity:
Decisions and Outputs
DECISIONS

How does RCSD define equity across schools?
•

What is an acceptable level of variation?

•

What are acceptable drivers of differences?

EQUITY
≠
EQUAL

Supporting Analysis

OUTPUTS

New funding and staffing formula, documented and accessible
for all stakeholders

Methodology: We looked at the allocation of
resources serving general education
classrooms
Included

Excluded

Resources

All resources directly or
indirectly serving the
General Education
Classroom

All resources for SpEd and
LEP programs

Students

All students in general
education classrooms

Self-contained Sped and
LEAP and Bilingual

• Examining general education resources allows districts to review
their own policies and practices that lead to inequity without the
external requirements of special programs.
• In the spring we will review Vertical Equity and how that impacts
equity across schools.

Resource allocation varies widely across schools
with 24 or 40% of schools more than 10% above or
below the median
General Ed School Attributed
$ per pupil

$17.7K per pupil

General Ed $/ General Ed Student (000)

$20
$18
$16
$14
$12

$9.6K per pupil

Highest school is $8.1K (84%)
higher than lowest school
+10
%
Median=$12.5k
-10%

$10
$8
$6
$4
$2
$0
Sources: RCSD budget 2008-09, Interviews, ERS analysis
Note: School #57 Early Childhood has been excluded from charts because pre-Kindergarten
students make up one-third of school ‘s enrollment.

RCSD has greater variance in spending
across schools than several of the other
districts that ERS has studied
Percent of Schools within 5 and 10 percent of district
general education median spending per pupil
Percent of schools

90%
80%

77%

72%

70%
60%
50%

46%

49%

30%

49%
41%

40%

77%
58% 55%
35%

64%

% within +/- 5%
39%

30%

59%
35%

% within +/- 10%

23%

20%
10%
0%

** Cincinnati and Houston have both moved to Student based budgeting systems
These numbers reflect patterns before this move.
Rochester spending per pupil is calculated for general education students.

This variation has
increased over
time
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Characteristics that might result in planned
or unplanned inequity on a per pupil basis

Non-Staffing related

Staffing Related

Characteristics

Reason for Inequity across schools

Grade Levels

Different grades and different grade levels might have different
needs. Ex. Smaller class sizes in K-3 or more support services in HS

Size

Fixed positions across schools generate higher per pupil spending in
smaller schools

Staffing Allocation

Staffing allocation formulas and exceptions to this formula

Teacher
Compensation

Schools with more experienced teachers are funded at a higher
rate; district may also choose to reward teachers to teach at low
performing schools

Interventions based
on performance

Low-performing schools may receive more resources to help
improve

Program Placement

Special programs (art, gifted, career) placed at specific schools
may have additional staff or resources associated with them.

Building condition
and size

Older building may have more need for up-keep, size of building
relative to enrollment may increase costs, especially for schools that
are not enrolled close to capacity

Shared Facility

Co-located schools might share services and cost (food services, et)

Location

School geography may warrant different costs, such as security, etc.

Staffing and Salary: Spending on teacher
compensation is the primary driver of the difference
between highest and lowest funded schools
Gen Ed $/ Gen Ed Student

General Ed School Attributed $/pupil
$16.0
$14.0
$12.0
$10.0
$8.0
$6.0
$4.0
$2.0
$0.0

$15.0K
$10.6K

Outside of 10% below the Outside of 10% above
median
the median
12 schools

12 schools

Difference

Diff%

Business Services

$70

$90

$20

<1%

Instructional Support & PD

$900

$1,210

$310

7%

Pupil Services

$730

$1,170

$440

10%

Leadership

$930

$1,780

$850

19%

Operations & Maint

$2,540

$2,980

$440

10%

Instruction

$5,390

$7,810

$2,420

54%

TOTAL

$10,560

$15,040

$4,480

100%

Sources: RCSD budget 2008-09, Interviews, ERS analysis ; Note: School #57 Early Childhood has been excluded from
charts because pre-Kindergarten students make up one-third of school ‘s enrollment. Middle include Nathaniel Rochester #3
MS, Wilson Foundation, School Without Walls Foundation

Teacher spending has two components that
drive inequity

Above Average
Allocations

HIGH

Above average per
teacher cost

Teacher
allocations
at each
school
(i.e., number
of teachers
per student)

Below average
allocations

LOW

Below average per
teacher cost

LOW

HIGH

Per teacher cost at each school
(i.e. average teacher comp)

Looking at ES, teacher compensation
variation across schools contributes to this
inequity

$ per pupil of teacher compensation

$800
$600
$400
$200

Elementary School: Teacher Compensation Inequity
#36 Henry W Longfellow School receives
$633 MORE in per student funding
associated with its average
compensation of $86.8 K. With 312
students, this works out to $197.5k in total
extra funding.

Average
salary and
benefits:
$75,335

$$(200)
$(400)
$(600)

Sources: RCSD budget 2008-09, Interviews, ERS analysis ;

#45 Mary McLeod Bethune receives $503 LESS in
per student funding associated with its average
compensation of $68.4 K. With 589 students, this
works out to $296.3 k in total less funding.

Staffing allocation practices are also a
significant driver
General Ed Students per General Ed Teacher

General Ed Students/ per General Ed
Teacher

25.0

20.0

#23 Francis Parker
Students: 286
% Poverty: 63
AYP: Good Standing

#9 Martin L King
Students: 574
% Poverty: 99
AYP: Restructuring Yr 2

21.7 students per teacher

13.0 students per teacher

+10%

15.0

Median = 14.59
-10%

10.0

5.0

0.0

Schools

Sources: RCSD budget 2008-09, Interviews, ERS analysis ; Note: School #57 Early Childhood has been excluded from tables
because pre-Kindergarten students make up one-third of school ‘s enrollment.

Variation in spending per pupil also exists
within grade levels

Median = $15.8k
Median = $12.2k
Median = $12.4k

Level:
Range:
Mean:
# schools:

Elementary
$9.6K-$15.1K
$12.0K
38 schools

Median = $12.3k

Secondary
$10.5K-$13.6K
$12.2K
12 schools

Middle
$11.0K-$15,8K
$12.6K
3 schools

High
$13.6K-17.7K
$15.3K
6 schools

Note: School #57 Early Childhood has been excluded from charts because preKindergarten students make up one-third of school ‘s enrollment.
Sources: RCSD budget 2008-09, Interviews, ERS analysis

Today's Objectives
Background, Strategic Alignment
and Principal Engagement
Equitable Student Funding Details –
Budget and Autonomy
Equity Work
Weights “Aligning cost with
Services
Strategic Support to Schools
“Building Capacity and Success”
Enterprise Planning Module (EPM) And
ESF Management Tools “How Will
Schools Develop Their Budgets”

Key questions for evaluating a funding
system to resolve equity issues
• Funding level: how much goes to schools?
• Funding control: how much flexibility do principals have?
• Funding distribution: who gets what?
What student characteristics to weight?

How much to weight those student characteristics?

• Funding use: what do schools do with resources?

Under ESF, total school budgets will be comprised of ESF
allocations as well as categorical funds, centrally controlled
resources, and district portfolio program funds
Example: Elementary School Budget
SBB Allocation

Enrollment

Base Weight

500

1.0 = $4,500

$2,250,000

Beginner

25

0.60 = $2,700

$67,500

Intermediate

50

0.60 = $2,700

$135,000

Advanced

50

0.30 = $1,350

$67,500

SPED <20% time

25

1.60 = $7,200

$180,000

Weight

Total $s

ELL

TOTAL :
Special Funds

$2.4 million

Locked Funds

Schools
budgets must
include all
resources so
schools can
effectively
allocate ESF
funds

District Priority Program Funds

Title I Allocation

$100,000

Custodian/Cleaner

2 FTE = $75,000

Newcomer

$75,000

Title III Allocation

$75,000

SPED TCOSE/CASE

1 FTE = $75,000

IB Program

$55,000

Special State fund

$75,000

Utilities & Maintenance

$100,000

Total:

$250k

Total:

$100k + 3 FTES

Total:

$100k

Total School Budget: $3.0 million
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Why are these other components of the School Budget not
included in the ESF pool?
Special Funds

Locked Funds

District Priority Program Funds

Title I Allocation

$100,000

Custodian/Cleaner

2 FTE = $75,000

Newcomer

$75,000

Title III Allocation

$75,000

SPED TCOSE/CASE

1 FTE = $75,000

IB Program

$55,000

Private Grants

$75,000

Utilities & Maintenance

$100,000

Total:

$250k

These funds often
have separate
restrictions and/or
formulas for
student and
school allocation

Total:

$100k + 3 FTES

There is a
compelling district
reason to control
what and how
much each school
gets (see next
slide)

Total:

$100k

District priority
programs at
specific schools
that require
consolidation for
quality of service
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What is a "weight"?

Under SBB, schools will receive $s based on the needs of the students at
their school, for example:
Mark

Weight - the
additional $s given
to categories of
students to reflect
the increased cost
to serve their
learning needs

1.60 = $8,000

SPED Resource
0.5 = $2,500
Poverty
0.1 = $500

Base - the $s that all
students receive

Base Weight
1.0 = $5,000

Maria

1.45 = $7,250

ELL
0.4 = $2,000
High School
0.05 = $250
$
Base Weight
1.0 = $5,000

RCSD already "weights" different types of students
through its staffing formula….

$45

$’000/ pupil

$40
$1.0

$30
$25

$1.0

$1.0

$20

$34.6
$1.0

$1.0

$10
$5

Cost for
program/
pupil

$1.0

$35

$15

Low-income
increment

District X Operating Budget
Fully Allocated $/Pupil by Program

$20.1
$13.3

$42.4

$17.7k

$29.2

$28.8

SWD RR

SWD ISC

SWD SC

SWD Out of
District**

0.6k

2.4k

2.0k

0.6k

$16.5

$-

Enrollment

GenEd

AltEd

25.6k

0.2k

LEP*

3.2k

* Excludes DL at SS and Dl English at ES2. ** District placed only
Source: RCSD Amended (Nov) budget, BEDS Enrollment

Avg.

… but like most staffing formula systems, is not transparent or
equitable as it could be and students with the same
characteristics are often funded differently across schools
District X SPED Resource Student-to-Teacher
Ratio by School

Student-to-Teacher Ratio

25
20

Ratio: 22:1
State Max: 20.0

15
10
5

District Avg: 10.0

Ratio: 2:1

0
District X Elementary Schools

The inequitable funding across schools is a result of:
• Historical funding allocation practices
• Numerous “exceptions” made to the funding formula
• Differences in class fill rates across schools

Available
for PGCPS
in Jan. 2011

But districts don't necessarily weight them all, instead, districts
weight only the characteristics that make sense given the
district's academic strategy and demographic context
ff

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Denver

Hartford

Houston

NYC

Oakland

SF

Seattle

Foundation
Amount
Grade

Perf-High

Perf-Low

Poverty

SPED

ELL

Other

EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.

Pseudo
weight
from Title I

Rochester

Remember: The district has a limited pool of money, so the
more characteristics you weight OR the more money you give a
certain characteristics, the less money there is for everyone else
For example: The impact of adding a poverty weight…

Current Weight

Adding poverty weight
Poverty
$30m
ELL
$5m

Base Weight
$147m
=> $5,000/pp

ELL
$5m

Base Weight
$117m
=> $3,980/pp

Assumes total WSF Pool of $152m
EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.
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… or in other words, if you weight certain grades because you
believe they need additional services, you are implicitly
saying that other grades need fewer services

No
Grade
Weight

Grade
Weight
of
$750/pp
for K-3,
7-9

Everyone gets the same $4,077/pp
K

1

2

3

K

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

7

8

9

10

11

12

These grades now get $4,390/pp
These grades now get $3,640/pp
4

EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.

5

5

6

10

11

12
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A potential framework for thinking about “what to weight”:
Are we supporting a DISTRICT PRIORITY by deciding to
weight this student characteristic?
What type of ADDITIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
do students with these characteristics need
(i.e., what do we expect schools to do with
the extra dollars)?
Is this characteristic both SUFFICIENT AND UNIQUE within the
district’s overall population to merit weighting?
Does the district have the ability to TRACK AND
PROJECT ENROLLMENTS for this characteristic?
Does this student characteristic CORRELATE
WITH ANY OTHER CHARACTERISTIC such that
we might be double-weighting?
EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.

Are we supporting a district priority by weighting this
student characteristic?
• Since the district has a limited
amount of funding, the more
characteristics it chooses to
weight, the fewer $s will be
available for each weight
• So the district should only be
weighting student
characteristics that reflect a
current district academic
strategy and priority

For example: Poverty (FRL) students

Cutting more slices => smaller slices!

Is supporting low-income students a specific
district academic strategy and priority?

Does the district believe that additional resources are
required to appropriately serve this student
characteristic?
• What type of additional support
services do students with these
characteristics need?
9 Extra instructional support – in the
form of smaller class sizes,
extended learning time, greater
individual attention, etc?
9 Extra socio-emotional support – in
the form of additional counselors,
physical and mental health
programs, etc.?
9 Other types of support?

For example: Poverty (FRL) students

Low-income students may need both additional
instructional and social-emotional support to
achieve at the same level as their peers

Is this student characteristic sufficient and unique within
the district’s overall population to merit weighting?

• Are there a sufficient number
of students with this
characteristic in the district
such that it makes sense to
weight them?
• Is this student characteristic so
pervasive across the district
such that almost all students
would be weighted?

For example: Poverty (FRL) students

RCSD is ~90% FRL – so almost all students would
be eligible for this weight – it makes more sense
to build the additional support into the base
weight that all students receive

Does the district have the ability to track and project
enrollments for this student characteristic?

• Since WSF budgets are
developed in the spring
preceding the school year, the
district can only weight
characteristics for which it can
reasonably track and predict
accurate enrollments
• Otherwise, doing mid-year
adjustments will be a painful
process for schools

For example: Poverty (FRL) students

The district should be able to reasonably track
and project FRL status based on historical
enrollment and demographic shifts

Does this student characteristic correlate with any other
characteristic such that we might be double-weighting?

• Weights are additive (i.e., students
receive all the weights that they
are eligible for)
• So if a student is already receiving
additional support for being X, do
they need more resources for
being Y?
• Or do those characteristics have
different needs that require
different resources?

For example: Poverty (FRL) students

Some research indicate that there may be
strong correlation between FRL status and low
academic performance, particularly at the
elementary school grade levels

TO WEIGHT OR NOT TO WEIGHT:
Here are some important questions to
consider
Are we supporting a district priority by weighting this
student characteristic?

NO

YES

NO

YES

Is this student characteristic sufficient and unique within the
district’s overall population to merit weighting?

NO

YES

Does the district have the ability to track and project
enrollments for this student characteristic?

NO

YES

Does this student characteristic correlate with any other
characteristic such that we might be double-weighting?
YES

WEIGHT this characteristic

YES

DO NOT WEIGHT

Does the district believe that additional resources are
required to appropriately serve this student characteristic?

When thinking about how much to weight characteristics in
the SBB formula – RCSD examined the following:
How much does the district currently spend to serve this characteristic?
How much would the district “ideally” want to spend?
Current
Spending

Range of the Possible Weights

Ideal Program
Design

Is this weight based on RESEARCH-DRIVEN best practices?
Does this weight make sense from an EQUITY stand-point?
What are the POLITICAL/COMMUNITY IMPLICATIONS of this weight?

Final Weight
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Remember: The district has a limited pool of money, so the
more characteristics you weight OR the more money you give a
certain characteristics, the less money there is for everyone else
For example: The impact of adding a poverty weight…
Adding poverty weight

Current Weight

Poverty
$30m
ELL
$5m

Base Weight
$147m
=> $5,000/pp

ELL
$5m

Base Weight
$117m
=> $3,980/pp

Assumes total WSF Pool of $152m
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There are two ways that districts can assign weights to
student characteristics: setting ratios or setting dollar
values

1

Bottom Up Approach
• Creating SBB formula by “building the pie”
• Determined the cost of the additional services, balancing the
need to cover baseline services

2
Top Down Approach
• Creating SBB formula by setting ratios
• Determined by fixing ratios relative to general education
students – the baseline services

Building the Pie: For example, RCSD developed the
following weights based on their service delivery
model and target fill rates for ELL:

Base Weight
ELL/LEP
Beginner K-8/Int. K-12

$

Weight

$3,866
-

1.00
-

$2,292

0.59

ESOL
# of kids an
NYS ESOL teacher ESOL teacher
Mandate: -to-Unit
can see a
1 unit=36 min
Ratio
day

Beginner 9-12

$3,437

0.89

3 units/day

Advanced K-12

$1,146

0.30

1 unit/day

Avg Teacher
Salary =
$57.290
Note: Projected 1011 average teacher salary - $57,290

EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.

25 students

2 units/day

25 students

1 tchr.
to
50 units

16.67 students
50 students

Weight
$2,292 per
student

Once weights were established, RCSD ran scenarios
to determine if sufficient funds were in the base pool
to cover defined "Baseline services"

EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.
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In thinking about how much to weight the district should
also consider the behaviors and models it wants to
create or incentivize
Rochester is hoping to use its WSF to reverse the trend to more
restrictive settings

Change in SPED Placement: RCSD 2005 vs. RCSD 2008

Resource, Consult,
Related Services
7%

RCSD
2005

RCSD
2008

RR, C, RS
3%

0%
Source: RCSD BEDS Enrollment
EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.

Self-Contained
6%

ISC
3%

Self-Contained
6%

ISC
7%

5%

10%

15%

Total
17.3%

Total
17.0%
20%
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Other Considerations: Under SBB, what will happen
to the schools with tiny populations of the ELL or
Sped?
A

Can the school use fractional FTEs (0.1, 0.2, etc.)?
Implications for HR-Staffing? Union Contract?

B

Can the school have full FTE but use additional SPED/ELL
tchr. time to provide support (remedial, intervention, etc.)?
p
Implications
for HR-Certifications? Union Contract?

C

Will schools have to supplement using other funds?
Implications for Base Weight? Special Funds?

D

Will district fund the difference for fractional FTEs?
Implications for budget? WSF as a whole?
What are the implications for:
•
Program Placement at Schools
•
Student Placement into Programs
•
Student Assignment to Schools

EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.
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REMEMBER:

Keep it simple!
• Complex formulas with many fragmented weights are difficult for
stakeholders to digest in year 1
• The district can always create additional weights in future years

EDUCATION RESOURCE STRATEGIES, INC.

Today's Objectives
Background, Strategic Alignment
and Principal Engagement
Equitable Student Funding Details –
Budget and Autonomy
Equity Work
Weights “Aligning cost with
Services
Strategic Support to Schools
“Building Capacity and Success”
Enterprise Planning Module (EPM) And
ESF Management Tools “How Will
Schools Develop Their Budgets”

Define Risk Reserve: TO BE FINALIZED in 2011
Risk Area

% Reserve

Amount

Definition

Enrollment Risk

1.75%

$3.4M

Takes into account refinement
and adjustment in enrollment
methodology

Transition Risk

2.0%

$4.0M

Hold-harmless (33% g/l per
year over 3 yrs)

Policy Risk

0.5%

$1.0M

Unplanned Federal and state
policy changes

Strategic Design Risk

2.0%

$4.0M

Changes resulting from
evolving District Portfolio Plan

Operational Risk

1.0%

$2.0M

Unpredicted program
requirements (legal, insurance,
RTTT unfunded mandates)

Total

7.25%

$14.4M

Determine what Characteristics to Weight:
COMPLETED
Category

Weight

No
Weight

Comments

Special Education
English Language
Learners
Grade-Level

Do not weight due to limited ESF pool
and desire to use ESF as opportunity to
redesign HS/SS school structure

Performance

Do not weight due to concerns about
perverse incentives, data integrity, and
political implications

Poverty

Do not weight because schools will be
receiving ~484/pp from Title I in 1011 – it
will be important to communicate this
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Determine How much to Weight: Formula
Completed

Base Weight
ELL/LEP
Beginner K-8/Int. K-12

$

Weight

$3,866
-

1.00
-

$2,301

0.60

ESOL
# of kids an
NYS ESOL teacher ESOL teacher
Mandate: -to-Unit
can see a
1 unit=36 min
Ratio
day

Beginner 9-12

$3,451

0.89

3 units/day

Advanced K-12

$1,151

0.30

1 unit/day

Avg. Teacher
Salary =
$57,529
Note: Actual 1011 average teacher salary - $57,529

25 students

2 units/day

25 students

1 tchr.
to
50 units

16.67 students
50 students

Weight
$2,301 per
student

Determine How much to Weight: Formula
Completed
$

Weight

$3,866

1.00

-

-

Resource or Consultant

$5,753

Integrated Special Class
Self-Contained 12:1

Base Weight
Special Education

Avg. Teacher
Salary =
$57,529

Design

Fill Rate

1.49

10 student-1
teacher

50% fill rate of
20-1

$6,392

1.65

9 students in a
class of 24

70% fill rate of
12 students

$6,056

1.57

10 students-1
teacher -1 aide

80% fill rate of
12-1

10 students

Note: Actual 1011 average teacher salary - $57,529

Weights can be adjusted if needed. If adjusted, we
need to take into consideration program incentives

Weight
$5,753 per
student

What are the Implications of a Transition Policy?
• A transition policy allows schools time to adjust to changes in
budgets that result from the implementation of ESF – the move
to greater Equity.
- Schools that lose dollars may need time to make adjustments to
school organizations.
- Schools that gain dollars may need time to build capacity around
high performing strategies so new dollars are used in effective
ways.
- The district may need time to adjust infrastructure, policies and
procedures (such as HR) to accommodate the paradigm shift to
school empowerment

Transition Policy – Phase in over 3 years. Each year schools will
experience 33% of their respective gain or loss.
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HUNDREDS OF HOURS INVESTED OVER 2 YEARS
Task Force For Implementation-More to Come
SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

9/7

10/4

10/29

11/29

1/3

Review:

Review:

Review:

Final Review:

Final Logistics

1.1 - Lock/Unlock
programs (Joyce)

1.1 - Policy decisions
(Joyce)

2.1 - Network support
structure proposal
(Chiefs)

2.2 - Principal training
schedule & content
(Chiefs)
2.3 - Community/SBPT
engagement (Chiefs)
2.5 - School design
templates (Chiefs)
Final Review:
2.1 - Network support
structure (Chiefs)

1.3 & 3.1 - Budget
Handbook &
Academic
Guidelines (Joyce &
Beth)

1.1 – Formula
decisions –weights
(Joyce)

Budgets delivered
to schools by
January 24, 2011

3.2 - Accountability &
Autonomy criteria
DREAM vs. Strategic
(Beth)
3.3 –Build T&L ESF
Understanding
3.4 - SIP Process and
timeline (Beth)

9/20

10/18

11/15

12/13

Review:

Review:

Review:

Final Review:

1.1 - Policy decisions avg. vs. actual
(Joyce)
Final Review:
1.1 - Lock/Unlock
programs (Joyce)

1.1 Transition Policy
4.1 - Enrollment
projections (John)
5.1 - Communication
plan (Tom)
Final Review:
1.3 – Budget
Process(Joyce)
2.2 Principal Training

1.1 - Formula
decisions –weights
(Joyce)
1.4 - Budget Tool and
training (Joyce)

1.3 - Budget
handbook (Joyce)
1.3 - Budget
Guidelines (Joyce &
Beth)
1.4 - Budget Tool and
training(Joyce)
5.1 - Communication
documents for rollout (Tom)

In the spring, the
taskforce will address:
4.2 - Student
assignment
4.3 HR Staffing Process
4.4 - Schools
Dashboard
2.4 – Add’l autonomies
2.5 – Alignment to
strategic plan

Today's Objectives
Background, Strategic Alignment
and Principal Engagement
Equitable Student Funding Details –
Budget and Autonomy
Equity Work
Weights “Aligning cost with
Services
Strategic Support to Schools
“Building Capacity and Success”
Enterprise Planning Module (EPM) And
ESF Management Tools “How Will
Schools Develop Their Budgets”

NEW BUDGETING TOOLS
EPM - Enterprise Planning Module
ESF Management Tool
January 6, 2011

1/27/2011

ESF Funding Summary

ESF Position Funding Summary

ESF Program Funding Summary

ESF Resource Funding Summary

Non K12 School Cost

District Demographic

Student Weight

Approved Budget Line Item

ESF Position Funding Summary

Enrollment Data

ESF Funding Summary

How the tools support ESF
• Planning and preparation is completed in PeopleSoft
• Allows for position budgeting as well as operational expenses
• Targets for each area are preloaded
• Same tool is used for schools and departments
• Capacity for capturing notes to planning
• Adds efficiencies to the roll up of District-wide budget
• Management Tool allows for scenario development, ESF
funding, calculation of Special Ed and ELL weights, separation
of funding and tracking of decisions

Select Budget Activity

Access Position Budgeting

Position Overview

Access Position Budgeting

Check Budget Totals

Access Operating Budget

Enter Operating Budgets

Check Planning Targets

The End…It’s all clear to me now !?@*
Communication
• Sending a clear and consistent message is critical
• Adopt a shared common language-district wide
• Clarify goals and objectives, define the strategy
Autonomous

Equitable Student
Funding
ACS

School Empowerment

ESF

Transparency

Fair Student
Funding

Equity

